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Dear Reader,

Wow! It’s Atlantis’ 50th anniversary. What a feat. 

The Atlantis staff recently hosted a virtual 50th reunion party. As the one in charge of tracking down the alumni, 
I had so much fun putting faces to the history and legacy of a magazine that has provided a safe space for cre-
atives for so long. Atlantis alums go on to do great things: work fancy marketing jobs in New York City, attend 
poetry residencies across the country, write narratives for video games, and much much more! But it all starts 
at UNCW with a small group of dedicated students working with questionable wi-fi and several cups of coffee, 
reading and experiencing other dedicated students’ work. It is a pleasure to be a part of it.

This issue is special, not just because of our anniversary, but because of the diversity of pieces, we have here. Our 
prose ranges from intimate to satirical to critical, and our artwork is both captivatingly intricate and resound-
ingly peaceful. Zhou’s pieces, in particular, astonish not just because she is able to accomplish all of that with a 
colored pencil, but because they reflect the simple joys and mysteries of life, things we seemed to recover during 
COVID and are now beginning to lose again as the world opens back up.

The cover art for this issue is a photo titled “Drag Queens in Performance” shot by Ellie Vilakazi, a student at 
Duke University. I love the glamour in this piece, how the queen appears like a sparkly vision against the dark 
stage. It’s been a difficult past couple of years, but there is something in this work that gives me hope for the fu-
ture. For artists to find the people that get them. For a world that is a bit more willing to celebrate individuality. 
For more outlets like Atlantis in which creative work makes everyone’s lives a bit more magical.

Thank you for being here,

Sincerely, 

Sidney Wollmuth
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Coniferous Lights
Art by Yana Babak, Oil Paint

Straw Hat
Art by Amanda Zhou, Colored Pencil
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it is summer and the sun
has been practicing mindfulness
all spring while i stayed in
meditatively she bakes the earth to 
goldenness like i have 
been baking bread and sweets 
since i moved back home 
but this morning i do not bake 
i make my coffee italia-style with
rose and cardamom and i eat words 
for breakfast like any good poet should 
oh sister sun do you want to share
some with me or are you still meditating 
i think we could use all the wisdom you have 
in this cocktail shaker we call a year 
why don’t you come down and i will cover my eyes
while i make you a cappuccino or something

hello can you 
hear me up there
Poetry by Indiana Wiley You remind me of a blue-eyed bird. 

Your feathered eyebrows 
raise at the question of your existence.
Your sandy hair darkening 
with the passing of the sea.

Like a gull diving for sustenance, 
wide-eyed and never hesitant— 
your bones may seem
delicate,  
but they allow you 
to run through the wind.

You were my polar opposite—
for my bones appeared dense 
but broke as 
frequently as the waves. 

Birds and Bones
Poetry by Chase Mauerhan
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Alone at Sea
Photography by Montana DonahueArt by Jordan Truss, Acrylic Paint and Gold Leaf

Make a Wish
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How The Fourth Dimension Tastes
A flash of green—she is captivating, a breathless breeze
through fields of grass on the left-hand side of the highway, 
always changing. When I come back home to her, she will sigh, she will turn to me, she will
dip her pinky beneath the hem of my shirt, and we will resume the good
work of finding ourselves in our dark kitchen, in the soggy
flow of the day to day. Later tonight, we will be smitten with the road and (if I become grandly 
lucky) one another, following flashing yellow lines 
into fingertips of the countryside, and back home again.

Hours ago, she woke up just to call me
incredible, and I (like always) am struck
just speechless, in awe of the universe and its warmth and the old
kerosene moonlight, that milk moonlight on her face
like nebulae, and when I catch her eye, her
mellow smile cracks open her whole face, and she glows, and again I find her
new under the folds of my old t-shirt.
Over these minutes, I am so close to her, I can feel her heartbeat—the ragged
pounding rhythm of time itself, a deep, dark blackness at its birth. 
She is that queer silver crease in the sky—captivating, always changing,
giving softness to my strange rough gold edges. 
She makes it easy to revel in being set aflame
and then somehow to feel as though I will never burn out.

Under a smeared sky of blue and indigo-violet,
I find myself comfortable with leaving my tired face in her hands
as she draws x’s in the cracks in my cheeks. I can feel our old
youth, sitting as decades among us, but here together, 
we are in the mouth of zero, swinging on time’s chipped baby teeth.

Poetry by Emma Carter

Art by Allison Ellis, Wood Cut Print
Living la Vida
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Tank Life
Photography by Melissa Spivey

The American Man
Art by Lulu Marin, Oil on Canvas

Photography by Fedoua Larhouasli

City of Dreams
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If all the oyster knows throughout his life is the shiny 
and colorful inside of his shell, he probably thinks he 
is beautiful. Does he know that on the outside, he has 
become rough and dull and nearly indistinguishable 
from any other sea rock after years of clinging to the 
estuary and having the brine of brackish water build 
upon him?

If all the oyster has felt is the flesh of his body 
suspended in the water he breathes, he probably did 
not feel it when he was pried from the bedrock and 
dropped into the fish monger’s wooden crate. Does 
he know that was the last time he will breathe in the 
salt of his home?

If the oyster has only opened his shell enough to 
spit out sand and suck in water, he does not know 
what is happening when the dull blade of an oyster 
shucker forces its way between his lips and twists, 
snapping him open and exposing his body to air for 
the first time. Does he know that he will die? 

If all the oyster has known is the open sea, could he 
imagine the Louisiana Pearl? A restaurant where men 
and women, already adorned in pearls, would come to 
feast on the raw bodies of the organisms that had cre-
ated their jewelry. Suppose that was the price paid for 
a beautiful existence. You were no longer yours when 
the hungry set their eyes upon you.

If all this woman had was her name and her hands, 
how was she to survive? 

Marjorie stood in the prep room with her knife 
in one hand and an oyster in another. She used to be 
quick, her hands agile as she opened the mollusks, 
cracking one and moving on to the next before the 
first even hit the ice: a speed she had earned after 
years of practice. But when she turned fifty, she began 
to slow down, arthritis creeping between the joints 
of her fingers and making a home there. The pain was 
suffocating, and there was nothing to do but put her 
tools down and flex her hands, as if bringing blood to 
those veins would wash away the toll of aging.

Everything else in the Louisiana Pearl could have 
been prepared earlier that day, but the oysters would 

On The Half Shell
never be pre-cracked lest they dry and rot. Once a 
batch of 48 mollusks was opened, they were to be de-
livered on a tray of ice to the kitchen, where the old 
tray would be swapped out for the new. She would car-
ry the half-melted ice back to the prep room, where 
she would sling the slush into the back alley and start 
over again. She would fill her days with the sweet smell 
of uncooked fish before it would spoil. 

Outside her door, she heard the shouts and calls be-
tween chefs and waiters as pans clattered against each 
other and gas burners came to life with a soft hiss. She 
liked where she stood, close enough to feel the energy 
of the kitchen but far away enough to enjoy it.

Her hand slipped. And that was the beginning of the 
end. The oyster had been large and stubborn, and when 
she tried to wedge her knife in, it cast off the side and 
cut her hand instead. Blood welled, thin and stream-
ing as she held her clenched hand to her chest. It took 
about ten minutes of no oysters flowing into the kitch-
en for someone to come see what was wrong. Unable 
to hold another oyster, she was sent home. When she 
came in the next day, hand thick with bandages but able 
to work, there was someone else waiting for her in the 
prep room.

The woman’s name was short, with enough vowels 
to feel nice in someone’s mouth. Claire. How pretty. 
She was tall, and she was smiling, but most of all, she 
was young. Young in a way Marjorie had not been for 
a long time. The woman explained that she had been 
hired as Marjorie’s protégé so that the restaurant could 
keep up with growing demand.

Marjorie’s stomach turned. The Louisiana Pearl had 
not changed in the last thirty years. Every weekend, 
old couples would come in at 5:30 and start the dinner 
rush. Businessmen would sit at the bar and chat happi-
ly. Families would fill the booths lining the far walls. 
Young women and men would sit by the windows, and 
every other weekend someone would get down on 
their knee to propose. The restaurant maintained its 
model and therefore retained popularity. Why ask for a 
second pair of hands now?

It took two weeks for the young woman to match 
Marjorie’s pace, and three to out-shell her. When she 
saw Marjorie struggling, she would tell her to take a 
break and offer to take over.

Marjorie only gripped the knife tighter and looked 
at her with untrusting eyes. The woman was suffocat-
ing, drowning Marjorie with her brisk hands and re-
laxed face. Whenever a tray of oysters was ready to 
be delivered to the kitchen, Marjorie jumped at the 
chance. Anything to be away from her younger shadow.

Her trips to the kitchen sat in a conflict within 
herself. She moved like the tide when navigating the 
bodies and counters, invisible to the human eye. Not 
being seen led to bodies barreling towards her, which 
she was forced to dodge while hauling a tray of ice 
and slippery oysters in her arms. Once the oysters 
were set out, the cooks would descend upon them like 
crows on a corpse. From there, the mollusks would 
be battered and fried, the oil spitting and swearing 
and gossiping as soon as the fish hit the pan. Others 
ended up in a soft risotto, added at the last minute to 
keep them from growing rubbery under the heat as 
they mixed with the clams and shrimp and scallops 
and scallions. The remaining oysters would simply be 
served on ice with a dipping dish of mignonette on the 
side and a few slices of lemon.

The next day when Marjorie came into work, she 
was informed it would be her last as she was no lon-
ger needed. The young woman who had joined her in 
the prep room just a few weeks ago would be taking 
her place. Though that day, the young woman was sus-
piciously absent, as if she knew what was happening 
and had the good sense to make herself scarce lest 
Marjorie try to gut her with the shucking knife. Mar-
jorie made her way back to the prep room and tied 
her apron around her waist, unable to understand this 
would be the last time she would go through these 
motions. The delivery boy arrived with his boxes, and 
it took him seven minutes to unload as it did every 
day; after a quick touch to his hat, he was gone.

Marjorie hauled up her first crate of oysters onto 
the prep table and used the crowbar to force it open. 
She knew nearly everything about these oysters. How 

they smell, fresh or rotten. How a dozen raw is priced 
at $43.99, meaning each individual oyster is priced at 
$3.67. She knew how they felt, braced in her hands 
as she wrestled a knife between their shells, but she 
didn’t know what they would feel like between her fin-
gers if she were to lift a half shell to her mouth and 
tip the creature down her throat. Thousands of oysters 
have passed through her hands, but none have passed 
through her lips. This realization came with a decision 
as Marjorie caused an opened oyster to go missing from 
the tray. Under her nose, she smelled the sweet brine. 
She tipped it. It fell into her mouth, and she chewed 
once, twice, and swallowed down the meaty bite.

Marjorie tried another, adjusting to the surprisingly 
sweet melon taste of the shellfish. At this point, she 
had stolen $7.40 worth of oysters and hid them in her 
stomach. For someone so desperate to be seen, seven 
dollars was a sad attempt at that. Another one went 
down her throat, followed by three more, then seven 
more. She didn’t bother to throw the empty half shells 
into the waste bin, instead letting them clatter to the 
floor in favor of reaching for another. Oyster preparing 
machines weren’t supposed to run wild and consume 
the supply, which is why for thirty years, the man-
ager had trusted her near such precious cargo in the 
first place. Shame on him for underestimating her. He 
should have known that salt craves company. She raised 
the knife again.

She split another one open alive. Drained, she let it 
fall to the ground among the other empty shells and 
spilled oyster liquor.

More and more oysters went down her throat, and she 
could feel them piling up in her stomach, their bodies 
building a mountain as each new one dropped from the 
sky. Her feeble form began to protest, telling her that 
she should stop now, that 78... 79 oysters was enough, 
but her mind knew it was not. 80 oysters were pocket 
change to the men who cast her out like spoiled goods.

Her hand reached for another and found nothing but ice.
Marjorie walked out the door with her belly swol-

len and arms swinging, and she heard footsteps chasing 
after her a few minutes later. Someone was shouting, 
telling her to stop or he’d call the police. Marjorie 

Fiction by Samantha Spada
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It Lies Within Me
Art by Jen Gordon, Mixed Media Resin Collage

Early Morning Web
Photography by Haley M. Kinsler

imagined what the manager would say as he tried 
to get an officer to arrest her. “This woman ate two 
whole bushels of oysters! She ate eight hundred dol-
lars worth of precious mollusks!” The police officer 
might have been on her side, as two hundred oysters 
was a grand feat, and perhaps this manager was just 
deranged. But she didn’t care about getting away with 
the crime. 

The manager caught up to her, his face reddening 
and his hair falling flat. Marjorie gave him a sweet 
smile and succumbed to the riot in her stomach, dou-

bling over and vomiting eight hundred dollars all over 
the sidewalk. She retched and coughed, holding onto 
her knees. When her stomach was emptied, she hawked 
up whatever was left in her mouth and spit on the mass 
of slimy, partially digested oysters shining in the after-
noon sun.

Marjorie straightened and wiped her mouth with the 
back of her hand. She pointed at what she had thrown up 
and said, “swallowed a few of them pearls while I was at 
it. I’m sure you could find them if you went diving.”
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It was the second day of summer when the girl 
swam into the whale’s mouth. She’d been sitting in 
the parking lot with her friend when she said: “watch 
this” and was gone. The whole year had been inex-
plicably cold, and the beach was otherwise deserted. 
Sharp winds whipped the sand into bullets, embed-
ding thousands of the tiny grains into beachgoers’ skin 
and forcing enough hospitalizations that officials had 
declared being at the beach a public health hazard. 
The girl’s friend had watched her disappear behind 
the hazy wall of sand, speechless, looking around for 
help as if she weren’t the only witness.

In fact, the year’s weather had devastated the town. 
Tourists fled for beaches further south. Fishermen 
took the winds as a curse and trawled towards calm-
er waters. The mayor announced a round of tax cuts 
over fears some of the town’s residents would leave. 
Some said the girl was making a statement by running 
out toward that beach, showing people that there was 
nothing to fear, that the town would get through this. 
Others thought she was just being stupid.

Once it swallowed her up, the whale almost im-
mediately died and washed ashore. The sand bounced 
off the side of the whale, echoing in low thuds. With 
the whale on more solid ground, the girl managed to 
roll it up the beach to the road, losing strength as it 
came to rest across the double yellow lines, its tail and 
head blocking a lane on either side. Commuters drove 
around it as best they could, but eventually, the po-
lice shut down traffic, and all sorts of authorities and 
medics were called in. The town’s veterinarian was on 
vacation, though his teenage son arrived wearing his 
father’s white coat and a plastic-looking stethoscope 
draped across his neck. Frightened by the enormity 
of the whale, he quickly wandered off, claiming he’d 
strategize over lunch.

News spread of a girl trapped in a whale, and a 
crowd formed that quickly grew into the hundreds. 
Barricades were set up to keep everyone in line, but 
those were easily cast aside.

The Whale
Fiction by Justin Smith

The low thud of the girl’s fists could be heard 
pounding the sides of the whale, a whisper of her 
voice trying to scream for help. A woman who 
claimed to know Morse code volunteered her ser-
vices, and the crowd hushed as she put her ear to the 
whale’s side, furiously scribbling dots and dashes on 
a notepad.

“The girl is happy! She likes being inside of the 
whale!” the woman declared after a moment, raising 
her communication with the girl above her head as 
if in triumph. This was met with a collective groan 
from the crowd, and she was soon shooed off.

Next, a man appeared with a chainsaw, revving it 
encouragingly for the crowd.

“I’ll cut the girl out! I’ll save her from this beast!” 
he spoke through a bullhorn, his voice staticky and 
hard to decipher from more than a few feet away. 
Then there arose the problem of where the girl actu-
ally was within the whale. 

“Couldn’t she just crawl out of its mouth?” some-
one called from the crowd, but the question went 
ignored. It was decided that the chainsaw was too 
risky, and the man was relegated back to the masses.

People hovered over the whale, reaching out ten-
tative hands to touch its drying skin. Many had never 
been so close to such ancient enormity. A group of 
Girl Scouts filed off a bus, and their troop mom start-
ed discussing the physiological changes the whale 
was going through as it lay dead in the sun. A few 
people gravitated toward the group but soon grew 
bored by the lesson, and the children were squeezed 
out of the crowd.

A man stepped forward. 
“I am the girl’s godfather. We must find a way to 

get her out safely.”
The crowd got behind this, thankful someone 

seemed to be taking responsibility, and applauded 
each time the godfather spoke. Despite the number 
of authorities at the scene, no one had yet command-
ed such attention.

“Motion, motion, motion. We must keep moving,” the 
godfather offered next and walked off toward the beach, 
followed by an impressive chunk of the crowd.

It had grown dark, and the police arranged floodlights 
to illuminate the whale. The girl had been inside for al-
most a full day. Every now and then, another faint sound 
could be heard from the whale’s belly, the only confir-
mation she was still alive. The police mingled amongst 
themselves, too afraid of killing the girl to do anything, 
and the paramedics had nothing to do until the girl got 
out. The soft hum of news helicopters circled high over-
head. Every now and then, the man revved his chainsaw, 
as if to remind everyone he was still there.

“Where are the girl’s parents?” someone asked. A few 
people murmured in agreement, and another contingent 
set off down the road.

As it approached midnight and the crowd numbers 
continued to dwindle, the police took down their flood-
lights and headed home, exhausted from the full day’s 
work and out of ideas. Traffic slowly started trickling 
back onto the road, and the rest of the onlookers soon 
left the scene.

Sensing something had changed, the girl resumed her 
pounding and wailing, the faint noise she produced easily 
drowned out by the cars driving by. She tried rolling the 
whale again but had become too weak to move it.

The godfather returned at dawn with his newfound 
followers, their eyes reddened and shifting from exhaus-
tion. Wordlessly they walked up to the whale and rolled 
it off to the side of the road.

“Our work here is done,” the godfather said. “We move 
on.” The group bowed toward the whale in an almost holy 
way and followed the godfather to his next destination.

The whale sat on the side of the road for days and 
weeks, unnoticed, traffic rolling by as it always had. It 
bloated in the sun and expanded to almost double its 
normal size, but no one paid it any mind. Birds and rac-
coons picked at its blubber. All mention of the girl disap-
peared from the news.

Eventually, the whale’s body decayed, its skin hanging 
from its bones. The girl poked her head out from behind 
one of its ribs. It was the middle of the night, the highway 
as quiet as it would ever be. She took an uneasy step onto 
the asphalt, the first time she had touched earth in weeks.
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Art by Amanda Zhou, Colored Pencil

Two Art Pieces

Stare Orange Girl
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Here lies a young woman who once went two days 
without brushing her teeth because of indecisive-
ness—which is not to say the deceased hadn’t gone 
days without brushing her teeth for other reasons—
depression, self-neglect, laziness—

but in this particular case, it was indecision that 
drove the deceased to delay oral hygiene for two days 
after her toothbrush fell off the side of the bathtub 
while she was showering and landed bristle-down on 
the bathroom floor, which neither the deceased nor 
her partner had mopped in quite some time but rela-
tively recently, they had sprayed the curling laminate 
floor with Raid and another industrial-strength bug 
barrier around the parameters, which included the 
area along the base of the tub where the porcelain 
met the faux-hardwood,

and so, for two days, the deceased was too afraid 
to brush her teeth because of the potential poison-
ous chemicals that may have been soaked up by the 
brush’s wet bristles as they landed on the floor, but 
who, despite her fear, could not bring herself to peel 
the cardboard backing from the plastic package of 
one of the disposable toothbrushes under the sink 
because those toothbrushes were inferior to the 
toothbrush she was using, the Curaprox 5460—a 
toothbrush from Switzerland with 5,460 bristles, 
though to say it’s from Switzerland is an undervalu-
ation: it dons the Swiss flag on its handle, and the 
Swiss don’t take this honor lightly, which is to say, 
they don’t slap their emblem on anything the way 
Americans do with any and all domestically-manufac-
tured products (“Proudly made in U.S.A.”); there’s a 
vetting process, and this particular toothbrush, like 
the Swiss Army Knife, had made the cut—and so 
the deceased couldn’t simply toss it out and replace 
it with any sterile toothbrush, though, logically, 
she understood the fallacy in believing an unused 
Curaprox 5460 was somehow still better than using 

May I Rest in Peace and Eternal 
Listerine (After Matthew Vollmer)
Nonfiction by Madeline B. Kramer

the free Colgate toothbrush she got in a goodie bag 
from the dentist office where her mother was a dental 
hygienist—after the Curaprox, any other toothbrush 
felt, to the deceased, as if it had only 12 bristles, in 
comparison (in reality, a standard toothbrush, accord-
ing the deceased’s mother and dental hygienist, has a 
bristle count closer to the 500-1,000 range), and for 
a moment the deceased even considered calling her 
mother, the dental hygienist, and asking her to send 
her—the deceased—a new one (it was her mother 
who gave her the Curaprox 5460 in the first place), 
but she—the deceased—knew that her mother would 
simply instruct her to put the toothbrush in the 
dishwasher (it’s what her mother, and her mother’s 
mother before her, always did), a thought which had 
already occurred to the deceased, but which, for sim-
ilar indecisive and anxious pressures, was ultimately 
dismissed by the deceased because she and her partner 
had just emptied the dishwasher the evening before 
and it would be days before it would be full enough 
to run again, and in the meantime, she—the de-
ceased—would have to explain to her partner—who’s 
mom was not a dental hygienist, and who already 
told the deceased countless times that it was weird 
she brushed her teeth in the shower at all, which led 
her—the deceased—to do it only when her partner 
wasn’t home—why her toothbrush was in with the 
silverware (and also, admittedly, that she was brushing 
her teeth in the shower again), or, more realistically, 
for the next several days, to offer to—insist, really—
put the dishes away so the conversation would never 
come up, or out of fear that she may accidentally 
forget, possibly on the day of her night class when her 
partner usually cleans up after dinner, to wait to put 
the toothbrush in the dishwasher until it was ready to 
be run and then take it out as soon as she heard the 
dial click into the ‘off’ position—

but this sneakiness felt dirty and dishonest to the de-
ceased, though perhaps more out of shame for habits 

she had to explain to her partner that always made 
her feel weird or unsanitary or uncivilized, but in any 
case, the thought of going to such lengths to wash 
her toothbrush in secret made her feel guilty, though 
she still considered it for those two days because 
the anxiety of brushing with Raid and that industri-
al-strength bug barrier equaled that of her partner’s 
disgust or judgment, and the deceased, in this same 
internal struggle with morality and sanitation and the 
lesser of two anxieties, could decisively land on one 
conclusion which was that it would be too wasteful 
to run a nearly empty dishwasher just for a tooth-
brush and some peace of mind, and she could have 
probably hand-washed it with Dawn dish soap, but 
what if she didn’t get all the soap out and could taste 
it the next time she brushed her teeth, a possibili-
ty which, she acknowledged, would most likely be 
better than brushing with Raid and that other indus-
trial-strength bug barrier—though that was only if 
the Raid and the industrial strength bug barrier were 
even on the toothbrush in the first place, which is 
to say, if they could even get on the toothbrush after 
they had dried and shower water had dripped on 
them for at least a week since they were originally 
sprayed,

and so, after two days—which consisted of several 
takeout meals due to the nature of the week and the 
work schedules of the deceased and her partner, and 
which, as a result, consisted of a dishwasher that still 
felt too empty to justify running—when the de-
ceased’s teeth felt too unbearably fuzzy to continue 
nurturing her indecision, and when, though she was 
up first, she could hear her partner stirring in their 
bedroom and feared that if she—the deceased—
hand-washed the toothbrush now, the timing would 
have it that her partner would come into the kitch-
en and catch her in the act, and then she’d have to 
explain not only why she was washing her toothbrush 

with Dawn dish soap (and that she had been brushing 
her teeth in the shower again) but also the fact that 
she hadn’t brushed her teeth in two days, and so, as 
she did with most decisions she—the indecisive de-
ceased—settled by not making a decision, which is to 
say going about with the most un-resolutely decided 
course of inaction, which in this case, meant squirt-
ing Colgate toothpaste—also recommended by her 
mom, the dental hygienist—onto the possibly-poi-
soned Curaprox 5460, brushing her teeth without so 
much as rinsing the bristles first, and praying (which 
in practice, manifested for the deceased as a wish on a 
particularly long eyelash) that it—the teeth brushing 
with the Raid- and other-industrial-strength-bug-bar-
rier-dipped Curaprox 5460—didn’t kill her, which, 
ultimately, it didn’t,

though for the next week, any odd, unexplained pain 
or unsettled stomach or side stitch sent a certain 
panic through the deceased’s mind, and she wondered, 
if it did kill her, what would be on the autopsy report 
(both poison and anxious shame seemed plausible to 
the deceased), and this thought was almost always 
immediately followed by a series of related consid-
erations: how often did people die of indecisiveness 
(surely it couldn’t be just her), did her partner—or 
anyone for that matter—have her own form of this 
deadly shame—

put another way: what secrets or insecurities would 
her partner—or anyone for that matter—take to an 
early grave—
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When I was younger, my mother would spike my 
cough syrup with alcohol, and I would fall asleep to 
the bitter taste of stale vodka in my mouth. She did 
this so often that I forgot the reason I was taking med-
icine in the first place.

“Daily vitamins,” my mother would say.
And I, too young to know otherwise, would du-

tifully throw back the medicine cup. I eventually 
stopped wincing at the burning taste. As I grew older, 
the medicine became less and less of actual medicine 
and more of straight alcohol. By the time I was ten, 
my mother regularly gave me shots of vodka, rum, 
and tequila before bed, straight, with nothing else to 
dull the taste. 

In a drunken stupor one night, my mother con-
fessed to me that she had never given me medicine 
at all; rather, dyed sugar water poured into an empty 
medicine bottle.

“You don’t know what is in those medicinal syrups,” 
she said. “All those drugs will kill your brain; rot your 
immune system ‘till you become dependent on them big 

Fiction by Makenna Judy

Like Mother Like Daughter
medicine companies that only want to steal your money.”

I was thirteen, and it was the first time my mother 
allowed me to get drunk. She had finished a full bot-
tle of deep, red wine before guzzling her way through 
some vodka. She pushed over a bottle of tequila that 
was a quarter of the way full in front of me and raised 
her bottle in salute. 

“Go nuts, baby. You deserve it,” she said.
After three sips, the tequila stopped tasting like bat-

tery acid, and instead became a slow static that made 
its way down my stomach. When the bottle was al-
most gone, the room wouldn’t remain in focus. When 
I turned my head, my surroundings whipped by in a 
blur. The lights in the chandelier were fractals, dim stars 
that crackled and sparked. The couch was in three plac-
es at once. My mother ended up on the couch, flicking 
through the late-night channels on tv, not actually com-
prehending what was in front of her. I lay on the floor, 
watching the ceiling spin circles above me. 

“You’re gonna thank me one day, baby,” my mom said. 
When I ran a fever, I was never given medicine. If I 

Art by Amanda Zhou, Colored Pencil

Dawn
was sick in bed, I got my choice of my mother’s me-
dicinal colored alcohol. She made me mojitos when I 
was nauseous, claiming the club soda and lime would 
settle it. She gave me champagne when I got my first 
period, and I woke every morning during my cycle to 
mimosas that were 80% champagne and 20% orange 
juice. When the cramping got bad, she insisted a glass 
of red wine would calm the ache.

It became routine once I was thirteen for us to reg-
ularly get drunk on Friday evenings, but never Satur-
day nights. 

“We have to be ready for the Lord’s day, and ain’t no 
way in hell we’re showing up to church hungover,” she 
would say. So we never got drunk on Saturday nights, 
and the communion wine always tasted refreshing. 

The first time I blacked out was after my first 
heartbreak at sixteen. I took a shot for every month I 
had been together with my boyfriend. Ten shots later 
my mother made me fancy cocktails while I cried. I 
woke the next morning to the bitter taste of bile in my 
mouth and a pounding headache. I was curled against 
my mother in her bed, the sheets smelling like vomit 
and sweat.

My mother suggested a glass of prosecco would 
cure the black spots in my memory and the pounding 
in my head. She wouldn’t tell me until much later that 
I was the reason we didn’t have cups in the house for 
weeks after I shattered them all on the kitchen floor in 
anger or that I was the one who destroyed the neigh-
bors’ flowerbeds, stomping on the petals and pulling 
clumps of dirt out with my bare hands. 

The first and last time I ever tried weed, I came 
home high, and my mother knew immediately what I 
had done. I had never seen her as angry as she had been 
that night, when she grabbed me by the shoulders and 
shook me with a rage that rivaled God almighty. 

“We don’t do drugs in this house, Minnie!” 
I was too high to argue, but even in my listless state, 

I knew she was drunk, swearing over and over again 
that drugs were the devil’s medicine.

“It’s not even really considered a drug—” 
“We don’t associate with the devil!” my mother shouted.
“You’re being ridiculous,” I said.
My mother slapped me, and the sting on my cheek 

lingered, pulsating. She had never hit me before. I 
pushed her hard enough that she stumbled back into 

the little table beside the couch, causing the lamp to 
fall to the floor. She cut her feet on the broken glass, 
and if a match had been lit, the room would have gone 
up in flames, fueled by the alcohol that I was sure filled 
her veins.

My mother didn’t seem to notice her bleeding feet, 
the blood staining the hardwood floors. She frantically 
ran her fingers through her hair, muttering over and 
over to herself. She started to pace, stepping on the 
glass again and again until her feet seemed little more 
than scraps. 

“Mom, stop!” I said.
My mother didn’t seem to hear me, but she didn’t 

resist when I gently pulled her away from the glass, 
easing her down onto the threadbare couch. 

“Don’t move. I’m going to get a washcloth,” I said.
My mother continued mumbling under her breath, 

shaking her head back and forth, hands still tangled in 
her hair. 

That was the night that we started drifting apart, 
no longer connected heart and soul, alcohol and cup. I 
moved out my freshman year of college and turned my 
back on my mother.

I tried to get sober, tried to purge my body of eigh-
teen year’s-worth of shit. But when my hands wouldn’t 
stop shaking and my head threatened to explode, I 
downed two shots of Pink Whitney and waited for the 
buzz to take hold of my body once more. 

I tried again and again to get sober, cursing my 
mother when I couldn’t sleep and vomited in my room-
mate’s trash can. When I lay shaking on the bathroom 
floor, I could swear I saw my mother standing over me, 
pushing another shot into my hand, telling me it would 
make me feel better. If I reached out my hand, I could 
touch her, even though she was three states away. 

“Just leave me alone! Please just leave me alone!” I 
shouted at her non-existent figure. 

The next day I drove to the drug store and purchased 
a bottle of cough syrup which I poured out into the 
bushes by my dorm. I filled the bottle with three-dol-
lar vodka I stole from the kid down the hall who never 
locks his door. I took a couple shots every morning and 
every night, just so that my mother would leave me 
alone. But when I stare at myself in the mirror every 
morning and see her face, I am tempted to shatter the 
glass. She will never leave me.
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quiet staircase.
quaint home.
if the voices escaped these walls, would shattered picture frames still ring 
louder than the sound of ivy cracking through the foundation of memories past?
 
the breeze of jubilance passed through the smoke of birthday candles. 
the oak hutch covered in an impenetrable layer of dust and heartache.
ticking clock.
an open pack of cigarettes. 
cracked countertops.
 
closer now to the second floor.
family photos adorn the walls.
but are families still families without a vessel? 
are scrapbooks and pen-written dates still worth more than gold 
when scattered on hardwood?
nothing more than mere pieces of paper. 
 
the railing covered in small scratches,
those of family pets buried in the yard.
the energy fills the foyer. 
the wear and tear of childhood. 
the toys tumbling down each carpeted stair. 
can you still hear that sound of soft plastic reaching the bottom 
of a height that looked so immeasurable in your youth?
 
the satin blanket draped upon the wooden beam.
a time capsule of nightmares and holding hands at the park.
the grass stains, the tear stains. 
the worn trim; clutching so tightly unto the only harbor of peace 
as the thunderclouds rolled ahead. 
the small patches of sun-bleached fabric as time takes its toll.

but do tiny hearts and tiny hands forever cherish such simplicity?
or do rugged hands drive past and remember what once was?

blanket
Poetry by Alexandra Lingenfelter

Photography by Taylor Clarkin

Save It for Another Day
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Art by Abbie Kampschroeder, Digital Art

Love of Beauty

Art by Adrianne Huang; Watercolor, Ink, Alcohol Marker

My Brother Fall Like Lightning
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I saw a glove floating on the surface of the river in 
Freedom Park. A white, latex glove that will probably 
go on to choke a fish or an unfortunate bird looking 
for a bite to eat. Either that, or it will break down into 
miniscule particles as it washes out to the ocean, and 
there it will ascend up the food chain in little plastic 
bits, and eventually, come back to us in our Sunday 
dinners. I found it odd that something so harmful to 
the life that surrounds it could look so beautiful, so 
peaceful as it floated along. It reminded me of poi-
sonous plants: Oleander and Hemlocke blossoms that 
could kill us in a matter of minutes look just as pretty 
as any other flower in the forest. 

The almost translucent skin of the glove allowed 
light to shine through it into the water, creating a 
shadow directly beneath it that made the shape of 
a hand on the muddy bottom of the river. A human 
handprint, etched into the earth, moving past tiny fish 
and waving “hello” as it goes along.

Whenever we speak about our impact on the world, 
we usually talk about our “footprint.” But humanity 
doesn’t just step on nature. We push our hands into it, 
grind our teeth against it, scrape our nails through it, 
scratch and gnaw until we get what we want. We fully 
submerge ourselves in nature, we throw ourselves into 
it whole-body. We kick and scream until the water is 
cloudy and ruined. We don’t just leave footprints, but 
handprints, bite marks, axe cuts and bullet holes as 
well. And long after we’re gone, I fear, these injuries 
will remain. The scars left by our actions will still be 
visible in every creek, lake, and stream. 

That doesn’t mean we can’t try to heal the world. 
In big ways, but in little ways, too—all the time. Even 
if the only thing I could do to help that day was pluck 
a latex glove out of the river in Freedom Park; I still 
did it. I can’t mend every scar and tear on the Earth, 
but I erased one handprint, and that’s a start.

Handprints
Nonfiction by Connor Lindsay
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Contributors
Yana Babak is a native to the Asheville area and 
is currently at the University of North Carolina at 
Asheville, working towards a Bachelor of Arts with 
a K-12 Licensure. Yana obtains her energy through 
creating art; her media concentration is painting, 
and she hopes to pass on these skills to the young 
students she will be teaching one day.

Emma Carter (b. Y2K) of Charlotte, NC, is a big 
sister, poet, and fourth year in graphic design and 
English creative writing at NC State University in 
Raleigh. She particularly enjoys editorial design, 
publications, frogs, and poetry. In her spare time, 
she likes calling her grandparents and cheering on 
the Wolfpack. 

Taylor Clarkin is a senior at UNCW, double major-
ing in film studies and French. She grew up in Lan-
caster, PA, and has always loved capturing unique 
moments with her camera. In her spare time, she 
enjoys reading, stargazing, and drawing.

Montana Donahue is a senior attending the Uni-
versity of North Carolina Wilmington. She is a stu-
dio art major who will be graduating a year ear-
ly in the spring of 2022. Her love for photography 
started at a young age and has continued to grow. 
Capturing the beautiful moments in life to cherish 
forever is what she strives to achieve.

Allison Ellis is working towards her master’s in art 
education from the University of North Carolina 
at Pembroke while also teaching K-6 art between 
two schools in Columbus County. She continues to 
learn more through her studies about contextual art 
and methods for teaching art. Allison loves to create 
art in her own time because it is a passion of hers. 
She enjoys making crafts, drawing, and printmaking. 
Her artwork is personal and is a way for her to ex-
press who she is using symbolic interpretations.  

Jen Gordon is a mixed media artist, art administra-
tor, public art facilitator, and writer based in west-

ern North Carolina. Jen received her BA in 2006 
from Humboldt State University in Arcata, CA, 
where she double majored in art history and studio 
art with an emphasis in interdisciplinary art, a mi-
nor in German, and a certificate in museum and gal-
lery practices. Currently, she is an MFA candidate at 
Western Carolina University, focusing on environ-
mental installations and sculptures that emphasize 
sustainable and ephemeral materials that speak to 
the cyclical nature of decay and rebirth, including 
paper, clay, fiber, plants, mycelium, bacteria, and 
found/recycled materials.  

Adrianne Huang is a multidisciplinary artist cur-
rently working primarily in traditional illustration 
and photography. Her work has examined tradition, 
superstition, migration, the passage of time, the 
unconscious, and various forms of memory. As an 
American-born second-generation Chinese immi-
grant with strong ties to both heritages, she delves 
specifically into cultural memories and conflicts, and 
their resultant emotional and psychological mani-
festations. From this perspective, her visual practice 
expands on the closely personal by invoking com-
mon subconscious pushes and pulls, generating in 
viewers a longing, nostalgia, or sentimentality that 
is at once deeply private, yet transcendent of indi-
vidual sensibilities. More of her work can be found 
at huangadrianne.myportfolio.com.

Makenna Judy is a senior studying creative writ-
ing and digital arts, as well as working on a minor in 
computer science. Her goal is to write and animate 
her own films with whatever studio will let her draw. 
She has been published in all genres in multiple liter-
ary magazines, including Atlantis and Grimsy. 

Abigail Kampschroeder is a 19-year-old soph-
omore attending the University of North Caroli-
na Wilmington. Since childhood, she has acquired 
several artistic hobbies, including acting, drawing, 
writing, and playing piano and guitar. She is major-
ing in creative writing and biology with a minor in 

psychology. She plans to pursue a career as a 
zoo veterinarian while continuing to write on 
the side. To say she is an animal lover would be 
an understatement, as she currently has a dog 
named Luna and a bunny named Chloe, with 
plans to adopt many more species in the years 
to come.

Haley M. Kinsler is a nature photographer 
out of Raleigh, NC. Their love for photography 
started during a yearbook class in high school, 
and since then, they have been committed to 
capturing the wildlife and scenery of North 
Carolina. They can often be found at local gar-
dens, arboretums, and lakes, where they take 
most of their pictures. Outside of their pho-
tography, they are a proud student at North 
Carolina State University, and they love to read 
and watch movies.

Madeline Kramer enjoys the study of liter-
ary criticism, and much of her creative work 
is grounded in feminist and queer theoretical 
practice. Her writing explores the ethics of 
storytelling and pushes back against oppressive 
narrative and rhetorical constructs. She holds 
a BA in English and Psychology from Western 
Kentucky University and is currently pursuing 
an MFA in creative nonfiction at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina Wilmington. Her work 
has been published by Rose Quartz Magazine and 
Dogwood: A Journal of Poetry and Prose. Madeline 
is liked by most cats, who mistake her anxious 
energy for purring.

Fedoua Larhouasli is a Moroccan student at 
UNCW majoring in business administration 
with a concentration in marketing strategy. 
Despite her field of study, she has always had a 
passion for writing, cinema, and photography. 
Her passion for traveling and the people she 
meets along the way have shaped her photogra-
phy through the years.

Connor Lindsay is a writer from Raleigh, NC. 
He is currently studying for a creative writ-
ing degree at Queens University of Charlotte. 
He mainly writes short fiction pieces, but he 
also enjoys creating poetry and retrospective 
nonfiction narratives. He finds inspiration in 
familiar, commonplace experiences, which he 
can analyze to find deeper meaning. He enjoys 
walking through nature trails around where he 
lives, and most of his work finds its motivation 
in those areas.

Alexandra Lingenfelter is a sophomore at 
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
studying English with a concentration in peda-
gogy and a minor in secondary education stud-
ies. Throughout her academic career at UNC 
Charlotte, she has achieved a 4.0 GPA and 
been an active member of the 2020-2021 En-
glish Learning Community, where she wishes 
to continue her community service through-
out the remainder of her time at the univer-
sity.  Beyond personal academics, she hopes to 
become an educator and provide a medium of 
self-expression for future generations.
 
Lulu Marin is a senior at the University of 
North Carolina Asheville, working towards a 
BFA with a concentration in painting and a BA 
in art history. Through painting, Lulu explores 
the human relationship of humor and tragedy. 
In her piece The American Man, she investigates 
the human relationship between addiction and 
indulgence. After graduation, Lulu hopes to 
pursue a Master of Fine Arts and go on to teach 
others about the wonderful world of art.

Chase Mauerhan is a queer poet, proser, and 
fiction writer currently studying at Queens 
University of Charlotte. Her writing is based 
on personal experiences, queer theory, and an 
unrelenting desire to become a stand-up come-
dian. Their passions lie within discussing the 
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uncomfortable truths of being queer and neuro-diver-
gent in the south and buying books she will never read.

Samantha Spada is a senior at Davidson College 
from Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She is a double ma-
jor in English and political science, a Patricia Corn-
well Scholar of creative writing, and an Abbott Hon-
ors Scholar in English. Most of her work consists 
of short stories and creative nonfiction essays. Cur-
rently, she is working on her honors thesis, which 
will focus on exploring the genre of the New Weird.

Melissa Spivey is a senior at the University of 
North Carolina Wilmington pursuing a double ma-
jor in studio art and criminology with a minor in 
assistance dog training. She believes there are mag-
ical things in life that we often overlook and wants 
to bring attention and appreciation to those things 
through her art and photography. Animals and wild-
life are her most frequent muses.

Justin Follin Smith is an MFA candidate in fiction 
at the University of North Carolina Wilmington. 
His work has appeared in the Pacifica Literary Review, 
Every Day Fiction, 7x7, and Word Riot.

Jordan Truss is a junior in the interior design pro-
gram with a minor in studio art. She is passionate 
about painting, drawing, and creating ceramic art-
work in her spare time. Along with her love for de-
sign, animals and nature have always been an inspi-
ration for her artwork, and she is excited to grow as 
an artist and future designer.  

Ellie Vilakazi was born and raised in Johannesburg, 
South Africa, but she is currently pursuing a Ph.D. at 
Duke University in the United States. She divides her 
time between photography, travel, and her academic 
pursuits in post-colonialism through literature and art.

Indiana Wiley was born and raised in North Car-
olina, and studies Spanish and religion at UNCW. 
A reader since childhood, their enthusiasm for lan-
guage has led to a love for both literary translation 
and poetry. Aside from writing, Indiana can be found 
cooking, knitting, or rambling about archaeology.

Amanda Zhou is an artist and writer who was born 
in China. She is currently a graduate student in lin-
guistics at the University of North Carolina at Char-
lotte. Amanda received an MA in film and literature 
at Shandong Normal University and a Ph.D. degree 
in playwriting at the Shanghai Theatre Academy. 
She published a television series, Happy House, in 
China in 2014, and her artwork was displayed at the 
Mona Niko Gallery in southern California in 2019.
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Submission Guidelines
We are looking for all types of art, photography, prose, and 
poetry with a unique perspective. We want our readers 
to experience your mood and talent through your own 
brush, pen, and/or camera. Show us your most creative, 
innovative, and personal take on the expansive world 
around us. 

To submit to Atlantis, you must currently be an 
undergraduate or graduate student at any public or 
private university or community college in North 
Carolina. Contributors may submit up to ten pieces of art, 
photography, nonfiction, fiction, or poetry. Please follow 
the guidelines carefully. They can be found on our website 
at atlantismagazine.org/submit.

Editorial Policy

For each  genre featured in our magazine—art, photography, 
nonfiction, fiction, and poetry—there is an editorial staff 
comprised of a qualified genre editor and several UNCW 
student volunteers. All submissions are anonymously 
coded by Submittable before being thoroughly reviewed 
by the student staffs. The submitter’s name is not disclosed 
until each editorial staff has made final content decisions. 

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are 
those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent 
or reflect the views and opinions of Atlantis and its staff 
members.

Copyright

All rights are reserved to the individual authors and artists. 
Permission must be obtained to use any material from this 
publication in any way. Fonts used: Perpetua, Caviar 
Dreams, and Lora.

Stay Connected

www.atlantismagazine.org

Like us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/atlantismagazine

Follow us on Instagram!
@atlantismaguncw

Follow us on Twitter!
@atlantismaguncw

Mailing address:
Atlantis
UNC Wilmington
4855 Price Dr., FUU 1049
Wilmington, NC 28403-5624 
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Thank You To...
The Student Media Center; Bill DiNome; UNCW Pub Lab; Lucky Joes Coffee; The historic film: The Great Pumpkin, 
Charlie Brown; Sidney’s bed (aka the best workspace); Lizzie’s budding caffeine addiction (how else would she fuel 
those late-night emails?); Lauran’s cat; Grammarly; Atlantis Alumni (particularly those who attended our 50th re-
union, but we guess we’ll shout out all of them)




